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In this week's episode, learn how to save up to 60% on your telephony with a VoIP telephone system. 

And in fact, I'm going to tell you why you actually have to. 

 

Mark Riddell 00:32 

What we need to bring up again and talk about because we have talked about this before, is the 

switch off of the PSTN network was essentially, the traditional phone network that most businesses 

will still already use in some shape or form. A lot of people have already moved away from it, and are 

not reliant on anymore. But it's a lot of businesses that are still using either for the main phone system 

or for some other stuff within the business, which we'll come on to talk about that might be affected by 

it. In December 2025, now we've got into 2023 means you've got less than three years. Now, there's 

another important date that's coming up this year, which I'll come on to talk about later on, which is a 

lot sooner than December 25.  

 

Mark Riddell 01:17 

So basically, every phone line in the UK will have to have moved to a digital system, which was 

basically boy, so Voice over IP, we've talked about this before, on the podcast. So the traditional 

phone system has been turned off. And this won't just affect voice services, this will also mean that 

you'll need to update your broadband. There's lots of other options and stuff nowadays around for 

broadband. But there may be other equipment that you have within your business that is going to be 

reliant on a PSTN line into your business. So things like alarm systems, any EPOS machines that you 

might have door entry systems, CCTV, if you still have a fax machine, you know, and so on. So there 

might be other devices that are connected into a phone system that you need to be aware of, that you 

might not be aware of. And of course, you only become aware of these things when they stop working 

right? Like, oh, the alarm went off at three o'clock last night. And it didn't actually contact the police 

and someone knicked all our stuff. Well that's because you've cancelled the line, and no one 

knew...the alarm company didn't know. And you've now got a problem that you need to fix. What I've 

seen is a lot of security systems and alarms over the years have moved to using SIM cards. So you 

get an alarm system, it's got a SIM in it, rather than relying on a fixed line service. So if you've got a 

https://uk.linkedin.com/in/itsupportprovider


modern - I say modern, if you've got an alarm system that's been put in probably at least the last five 

years, I'm not an alarm expert, but certainly our system in our office has been in for at least five years, 

if not more, and it's assembly system. So safely see, if you've got an alarm system that's five years 

old or newer, then you're probably okay, but you want to check if anyone remembers the old BT red 

care system, which was a monitored system that used phone lines, then yeah, if you're still got a 

really old system, you might want to check it is what I'm saying.  

 

Mark Riddell 03:19 

The other thing that's going to start working is ISDN. Now, I've mentioned PSTN ISDN, I'm not going 

to bother talking about what they actually mean, you just need to understand because there's no 

point, right? Do you just need to know that these things are not going to exist? Okay, so ISDN, which 

is a digital network is also going to start working a lot of phone systems that people have... so if 

you've got a traditional, what we call PBX, like phone, switch board to a wall somewhere in your 

office, then it's a good chance that that's got ISDN lines coming into it. Those are dual channel, which 

means they can support two calls each so if you've got two ISDNs two elines, for example, you can 

have four calls at a time. So most people that have got an on premise phone system are familiar with 

the fact that how many lines they have. So that makes a year we've got 10 handsets 10 extensions in 

the network. But we've only got four lines, which means you could only make and receive four calls at 

a time, despite having 10 phones. Typically is a ratio of how you would have calculated that in the 

past, you know how many lines pair phones that you want to have? Because of course not every 

phone has been used at the same time. But it was always a pain when people said oh, there's not a 

free line to make a call. I still think it's funny when people say that.  And because their mind has gone 

from a traditional phone system to a modern VoIP system, they struggle to understand that the way 

that they had it in the past doesn't exist anymore at all. You need to get your head away from thinking 

about, Okay, this is how many phones you have this is how many lines we have. And not all the 

phones can be used at the same time to know all of those are gonna be used all of the time. So that's 

a big, big benefit straightaway.  

 

Mark Riddell 05:33 

So why is this happening? And this is information I'm giving you from BT, and this is the basic BT's 

network we're talking about here? So what BT say in their words, is our current network is old and 

difficult to maintain. This is a 20th century technology, right? The PSTN network is, and again, their 

words, which is quite a nice term is 'out of kilter with the demands of 21st Century Communications'. 

And traditional phone usage is changing. Because how many people still use a landline in their 

house? I certainly don't, I have one, because we have broadband, again, we will need to change this. 

And I will at my own house, because we have a traditional PSTN line with broadband on it, which is 

what most people have. So there's a phone number, okay, if I plug the phone in, I could actually make 

and receive calls. But we don't, we don't use a home phone, we just all use mobiles. And guess that's 

the same for a lot of people probably listening to this? Well, yeah, we've got broadband, but I couldn't 

tell you what the number is on it, but there is a number on it. So BT or whoever will be charging you 

Lane rental for the lane with the number and it'll be charging you for the broadband service on that 

line. If you want to get broadband going forward, the basically doing away with the fact that there'll be 

a phone number, so you'll be able to get a broadband circuit, and there'd be no phone number 

attached to it anymore. It would just be a line just for broadband with no phone number. That's how 

things are going to be changing. It's funny, because I remember years and years ago, and maybe I 

was probably ahead of the curve here. But way before I set up m3networks for a few years before that 

I worked self employed. And I remember going into the bank to get a business bank account, because 

I was going through Business Gateway to get like a start. There's like a startup 1000 pound kind of 

grant thing for anyone at 30 starting a business. And I went to the bank, they said well, can we pay 

into this this bank account? So I thought right need to get business bank account. I've been banking 

with them... well, since my teenage years, so they'd known me for a long time this bank, okay. And I 

stayed at the same address all the way through. So when I went to get my business bank account, I 



was filling out the forms. And of course, it's paper based. And the guy in the bank said "and what's the 

home phone number says, Well, my business is mobile. Like I've only got one mobile phone", he said, 

well we need a landline to verify your identity. 

 

Mark Riddell 07:59 

What say, but it's not my house, I'm still living at home. So you can't verify my identity based on the 

four main because it's not me. It'd be my dad. And he put the pen down. It's like, "well, I don't think 

we'll get your application through from a business account without a landline number".  

 

Mark Riddell 08:20 

Like loads of people were just using mobile phones, and I'm going back to late 2005. Here. So it's a 

long time ago. So even back then people were starting to switch away from relying on the landline. I 

was like but my businesses mobile. That's what it's about, I'm gonna be out and about, I don't have a 

landline for the business. I don't need a modelling for the business. And he couldn't get his head 

around this. He says well put it through and see what happens. And it got rejected. So this was crazy. 

Anyway, long story short, I went back to Business Gateway, they said, go to another bank, because 

we've got a relationship with him when she walked into the next biggest competitor. And within half an 

hour had a bank account open to the bank account number sorted, because I said look, I'm not gonna 

get the same problem because I don't have a landline. And she was like, "Absolutely not". So how do 

we need a landline to verify identity? So times have changed enemy, right, certainly say that. And all 

worked out in the end. But yeah, the point is, is that because people were switching away from 

landlines, BT realised that we don't need to have phone numbers and traditional PSTN phone lines 

into everyone's house anymore. People only want internet connectivity in their house, everyone is 

switched to mobile, and businesses have switched to using internet based communications VoIP 

some of the stuff we've talked about already, because the modern phone system delivers way more 

than the old traditional technology. Right. So BT have recognised this. So digital is the answer. And if 

you've not already made the switch, as you're probably getting from this episode, you're going to be 

forced to make the switch pretty soon.  

 

Mark Riddell 10:03 

Now, when it comes to technology is always better when you consciously make the decision to make 

the change, because then you can do it in your own time, under your own control. If you wait until the 

last minute you might be forced in a route that potentially wouldn't have one down had you actually 

put this on the cards a bit earlier. So at some point before 2025, you'll need to move from PSTN and 

ISDN services to the latest IP technology. And you probably know that the digital rollout and full fibre 

network and stuff is way behind in the UK. Maybe you didn't, but it is, but they're on it. They're trying 

to get things up to speed so they can support this switch off. So the next thing that's going to happen, 

and I mentioned this earlier that there is a date this year, which in September 2023, BT are going to 

stop selling traditional phone lines in all exchange areas. So every part of the UK, you will not be able 

to get a new PSTN phone line anywhere in the UK after September this year. Which means, 

obviously the stuff that you already had. So the services you already have right now will carry on, 

that's fine. You've got to December 2025. But if you're a business that relies on the traditional 

technologies now, and come September, you see, well, we didn't have a broadband circuit 

somewhere we did another phone line somewhere, you won't get it. You're literally stuck with what 

you've got. So what I would say is that it's not December 2025. That should be your cut off date, it 

should be September 2023, you should be planning to move away from any of these additional 

services this year. So yeah, the point is to not make people panic, right? Because the current services 

that you have will work just as they are until the switchover deep in December 2025. But like I said, 

the problem is if you don't do anything, you're then at risk of being moved on to a service that maybe 

isn't suitable for you. Maybe might be more expensive, you want to be able to assess your options 



right now, and then make the right decision for your business. Now BT do offer that your services they 

do offer a digital equivalent, and our our businesses have switched over to BT's VoIP service and 

then found out that it's actually quite restrictive, or it's quite expensive or doesn't have the features 

that they want. So, of course, it's very easy for you know, if you already got a BT phone system for 

them to come along, say hey, we can just switch over to a digital service. And you think that might 

sound like an easy option. It is an easy option. But sometimes easy options are never the best and 

not going to be in your interests. What I was always recommend is let someone assess what you 

have. When we speak into business we say, "look, give us a copy of your recent telecoms bill", 

though it may be directly from BT usually isn't usually from a telecoms company. And telecoms 

companies probably won't like me saying this, but they've had it good for a long time. And that's 

coming to an end, in my opinion, because telecoms companies and I said this fairly recently, actually 

where people are seeing like bullshit charges on their invoices like maintenance fees, and that kind of 

stuff. Because telecoms, companies make all of their money from telecoms, this actually comes back 

to the episode we had recently, which is about consolidating your suppliers. And I've said this before, 

but and, you know, we're no different your IT company is offering things like VOIP and phone systems 

as a value add to the services that they already provide the core services that IT support and things 

should IT company, again, I can only speak for m3, but most IT companies are not out to make as 

much money as they can from a phone system, they're there to offer it as a value add to the 

customers so that the customers then stop paying more for things that they can actually get at much 

lower costs, shall we say.  

 

Mark Riddell 14:07 

Some people might see that as getting ripped off. And typically when people are moving from an on 

premise phone system to a VoIP system, we see savings of about 40 to 60%. Monthly. And I've got 

customers and examples where we've saved people 300 pounds a month on telecoms up to 500 

pounds a month on telecoms, these are significant amounts of money, that you can then either just 

save that money in your business, which is probably a good time when in fact actually right now 

you're probably gonna have to spend on electricity, or gas or something. But there you go, if you can 

save 40 to 60% on your telecoms bill right now, that's going to go somewhere else in the business, or 

what we've often found is that if you've got a business that say was struggling to find a budget to 

invest and improve their cybersecurity, what if we moved the phone system to a VoIP system and we 

saved you 300 pounds a month. Would you be able to spend that 300 pound a month cyber because 

we've just found a budget that you didn't have five minutes ago. So this is we're working with a 

proactive IT company that really is not just there to fix stuff when it breaks. I've said this so many 

times before. But yes, the reactive break fix exists in all 80 companies but working with an IT partner, 

there's looking at all your technology, who truly wants you to get the best for every penny you're 

spending in technology. That's the difference.  

 

Mark Riddell 15:34 

If you would like to review your telephony and find out what options are available to your business, in 

fact, if you want to talk about any aspect of technology in your business, then the way to get in touch 

with me to book a free 15 minute consultation over teams or telephone or whatever. Then go to 

m3networks.co.uk/MeetMark and you can pick a time that suits you in my diary 
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